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Four longitudinal studies of vestibular schwannoma (VS) growth rates in neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2) have yielded very different results on the relationship of VS growth rates to age. The studies had different patient eligibility criteria, indices of VS growth rates, VS volumetric methods, and sample sizes. We reanalysed data from two of the longitudinal studies and used data from the population based United Kingdom NF2 Registry to determine the most likely reason for the different results and the actual relationship of VS growth rates to age. We found that the eligibility criterion in one study caused selection bias for slower growing VS. The proper interpretation of the results from the four studies is that VS growth rates in NF2 are highly variable but tend to decrease with increasing age. Clinical trials for VS in NF2 should focus on younger patients because VS growth rates tend to decrease with increasing age, and because faster growing VS are more likely to be excised with increasing age than slower growing VS.

An understanding of the natural history of NF2 is necessary to design and interpret clinical trials properly. What can be learned from the conflicting results of these longitudinal studies? To answer this question, the reasons for the different results must be identified. The studies had different patient eligibility criteria, indices of VS growth rates, VS volumetric methods, and sample sizes. However, not all of these differences are equally likely explanations for the conflicting results.

Previously, we re-evaluated data from the study of Abaza et al, and noted that the study included postoperative measurements on recurrent or residual VS, which could cause a bias toward apparently faster growing VS in older people. In the present study, we evaluated possible reasons for the discrepant results of the other three longitudinal studies by empirically testing the effects of the differences in study design noted above. We reanalysed data from two of the three longitudinal studies (table 1) and used data from the population based United Kingdom NF2 Registry.

SOURCES OF ERROR
Patient eligibility criteria
In the studies of Baser et al and Mautner et al (each of which found that VS growth rates decreased with increasing age), patients who had undergone excision of both VS prior to enrolment were still eligible for study if pre-operative VS volumetric measurements were available. In contrast, Slattery et al (who found that VS growth rates did not change with increasing age) included patients in the study only if they had at least one unoperated VS at the time. This eligibility criterion causes selection bias for slower growing VS because several conditions are fulfilled. Firstly, the excised VS grow significantly faster prior to excision than non-excised VS. Using linear regression analysis of the combined data from Baser et al and Mautner et al, there was a significant difference between the mean growth rates of excised and non-excised VS when the index of VS growth rates was either cm\(^3\)/year or tumour doubling time (TDT) (table 2). Secondly, the proportion of NF2 patients with both VS excised increases with increasing age. Using Kaplan-Meier analysis of data from 479 patients in the United Kingdom
NF2 Registry, the cumulative proportion of NF2 patients with excised bilateral VS (that is, those who would be ineligible for the study of Slattery et al4) was about 1% by 20 years of age, 3% by 25 years, and thereafter increased more rapidly, reaching 37% by 50 years. Finally, the study of Slattery et al4 had only a small proportion of young NF2 patients, the group least likely to be affected by selection bias. Only about 15% of NF2 patients in the study were <20 years old (L. Fisher; personal communication). In sum, the eligibility criterion in the study of Slattery et al4 causes selection bias for slower growing VS because excised VS grow more rapidly prior to excision than non-excised VS, faster growing VS are more likely to be excised with increasing age than slower growing VS, and the study has only a small proportion of young NF2 patients.

Another type of selection bias for slower growing VS would occur if people with severe NF2, who have an early age at onset of symptoms and a high risk of mortality,6, also have high VS growth rates. The increased risk of mortality in NF2 patients with severe disease would cause selection bias for older NF2 patients with slow growing VS. There are too few deceased NF2 patients with available pre-mortem longitudinal VS growth measurements to directly answer this question. However, selection bias due to an increased risk of mortality in NF2 patients with severe disease probably would have a similar effect on all longitudinal studies and therefore would not explain the different results of the studies under consideration.

### Indices of growth rates for vestibular schwannoma

Many indices can be used to estimate VS growth rates, of which TDT is a widely used index. In the studies of Baser et al6 and Mautner et al,5 TDT was calculated as twice the baseline VS volume divided by the VS growth rate, where growth rate (in cm³/year) was calculated as a linear fit through sequential VS volumes. Baseline VS volume is factored into TDT because the growth rate of VS may depend, in part, on their size.

Slattery et al4 suggested that TDT might accentuate change over time because, in several studies, there was not a significant relationship between baseline VS volumes and subsequent VS growth rates.6,9,10,11 We evaluated this relationship in the combined data of Baser et al6 and Mautner et al.5 Logarithmic transformations were used because baseline VS volumes and VS growth rates each ranged from low to high values. There was a strong association between baseline VS volumes and subsequent VS growth rates (fig 1). It is possible that previous studies did not find this association because the data were not transformed. In addition, two of the cited studies were of unilateral sporadic VS, not NF2 associated VS.10,11 Compared with unilateral sporadic VS, NF2 associated VS are more lobular, less vascular, and have higher proliferation indices.12,13

In some studies, VS growth rates are estimated using a model that assumes logarithmic growth,14,15 and it has been suggested that linear models of VS growth are less appropriate with increasing length of observation because the underlying growth pattern is sigmoidal.16 However, VS growth patterns are highly variable and the probability of a sigmoidal VS growth pattern in NF2 patients is not significantly associated with the length of observation.17 VS growth curves have many patterns and a single pattern does not predominate, so a linear fit will not systematically overestimate VS growth rates in the aggregate. Some common patterns of VS growth are increasing but asymptotic growth, exponentially increasing growth, linearly increasing growth, and no growth. A linear fit overestimates growth in VS with increasing but asymptotic growth, underestimates growth in VS with exponentially increasing growth, and accurately estimates growth in VS with linearly increasing growth or no growth.

Because VS growth patterns are highly variable, it is most practical to use a curve fitting method that can be applied to all growth curves, as is the case for a linear fit. In addition to a linear fit, other indices of VS growth that do not depend on any particular pattern of growth are: (a) the proportion of VS that increase by a specified change in volume within a set time; (b) Kaplan-Meier analysis of VS volumes that increase by a specified amount, in which “failure” is defined as the VS...
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Volumetric methods for vestibular schwannoma

Precise MRI determined volumetrics are more accurate than box models or single dimension linear measurements, but there are several sources of variability in VS growth rates and volumetric accuracy is not necessarily the most important one. Overall variability in VS growth rates is the sum of biological variability (variability over time in the same person and variability between people) and measurement error (for example, from approximations to VS volumes using box models). In most cases, the magnitude of the biological variability of VS growth rates is much higher than the magnitude of measurement error.

To estimate the effect of volumetric precision on VS growth rates, we compared VS growth rates obtained when two different types of box models were used (we did not have information on MRI determined volumes). Box models estimate tumour volumes by setting a three dimensional box around the tumour. The three dimensions are the maximum diameters in anterior–posterior, medial–lateral, and superior–inferior dimensions. In the one component model, a single box is fitted to the entire VS. In the two component model, separate boxes are fitted to the extracanalicular and intracanalicular parts of the VS. The two component model is more accurate than the one component model when the VS has extracanalicular and intracanalicular parts. In Fig 2, data from the study of Baser et al.4 was used to compare the estimated VS growth rates of 26 VS with both extracanalicular and intracanalicular parts, using one and two component models. There was a strong association, suggesting that less precise volumetrics do not have a major overall effect on estimated VS growth rates.

Sample size

Slattery et al.3 suggested that the decrease in VS growth rates with increasing age in the studies of Baser et al.4 and Mautner et al.4 could be due to small sample size, but data from the latter two studies can be combined, and as expected, the same general relationship obtains in the combined group of 55 patients as in each of the individual studies. Using linear regression analysis, VS growth rates decreased with increasing age at baseline VS measurement, whether the index of VS volume increasing by the specified amount; and (c) the proportion of VS that increase in volume more than is attributable to measurement error within a set time (or over time, as in a survival analysis). The latter method requires statistical definition of “no growth”, which can be determined by repeated measures of the same VS over a short period of time in a few patients.

CONCLUSION

This study and our previous study5 illustrate that erroneous results in longitudinal studies can be caused by flawed study design or by flawed data analysis. In the study of Slattery et al.,6 the patient eligibility criterion causes selection bias for slower growing VS. The proper interpretation of the results from the four longitudinal studies5•6 is that VS growth rates in NF2 are highly variable but tend to decrease with increasing age. Clinical trials for VS in NF2 should focus on younger patients because VS growth rates tend to decrease with increasing age, and because faster growing VS are more likely to be excised with increasing age than are slower growing VS.
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Figure 1 Association of baseline VS volume with subsequent VS growth rate. The analysis is based on 75 VS that grew at least 5 mm3/year (combined data from Baser et al. and Mautner et al.). r²=0.50, p<0.001.

Figure 2 Comparison of VS growth rates (in cm3/year) using one and two component box models of VS volumes (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p=0.008). The analysis is based on 26 VS with extracanalicular and intracanalicular parts (data from Baser et al.4). Two outliers are not pictured for graphical clarity.
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